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Tres Tintas Barcelona
lázaro rosa violán studio

¨I am a painter, traveler, and creator 
of atmospheres¨ says Lazaro.

¨My philosophy has always been 
based on accessible design. �e ex-
perience should be greater than the 

space and for everyone to participate 
in. ¨ Painter by 8 years old, architect 
by 20, designer inherently, Lazaro 
opened his studio in Barcelona in 
2002.  Here he forged a new style, 
bridging a background of painting 
into the new realm of design. His 
strengths are found in his use of 

structure, shape and an acute sense 
of space allowing him to surpass the 

clients’ wildest expectation. 
More than spaces, Lazaro creates 

atmospheres.

Tres Tintas is excited to announce the launch of its new collec-
tion Méditerranéen from designer Lázaro Rosa-Violán and his 

design team Gorka , Sara and Marc.
Méditerranéen transports us to the essence of the Mediterra-

nean, into the hands of the artisan cra�sman; surrounded by the 
natural textures of clay, wood and braided yarns. We are carried 

to the boat of a �sherman, bobbing on the water under the 
moonlit sky, embraced by the colours of blue, 

turquoise and stone.

Design process
Gyotaku has been used as a way to synthesise this message and 

transform it into print. It’s a the most exquisitely ‘imperfect’ 
print Japanese technique in which a layer of dye is added to the 

material and applied onto rice paper, achieving .

Welcome to Tres Tintas Barcelona
“What if we did something di�erent?” �is 
question prompted the idea to o�er customers 
of our wallpaper shop (one of those traditional 
shops) truly fresh, original and attractive pro-
ducts with a clear creative approach. A year la-
ter, in 2004, Tres Tintas Barcelona, a new wall-
paper and fabrics company, was founded with 
a view to doing something new and to be come 
“the alternative”, wherever we would make our-
selves known.
Gradually, our dream has come true and we 
are now present in over 36 countries. With a 
commitment to provide the service to which 
we have always been focused on, we remain at 
your disposal for anything you need and wel-
come suggestions, queries, enquiries, criticisms 
or even compliments.

�anks for your attention.
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wallpaper

sisal

Agave Sisal, simple, naturally thick, imperfect but 
dependable, conveying a sense of harmony and 
Mediterranean beauty, giving a delicate rhythm to 
its surroundings.
 

A natural dermal pattern, Mediterranean in style and geo-
metric in design. Natural and pleasant, organic in structure.

 Tradition and artisan handmade lace for walls 
with an authentic Mediterranean character.

Available  5 colors

Available 5 colors

écailles

enea

Available 5 colors
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wallpaper

Available in 5 colors

Available in 5 colors

Strings, ropes and threads hanging vertically and 
randomly. A new decorative alternative for the 
classic stripe, with Mediterranean luminosity and 
body. 

Engraved design, a rigid and noble decoration for 
tables or sculptures. Giving a resistant, enduring 
feel for the most ornate of walls.
 

cordes
brocart
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Available in 5 colors

panel wallpaper

esparte panel

poissons panel

rosseau panel

Available in 3 colors

Available in 3 colorsAvailable in 6 color

brocart
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panel wallpaper

argile panel
poissons panel

Available in 1 color

Availabel in 8 colors

poseidonia panel

Available in 3 colors



buxus panel

Available in 2 colors

taches panel

Available in 2 colors

panel wallpaper
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mural wallpaper

poisson mural
poissons dance mural

écailles mural

Available in 3 colors

Available in 3 colorsAvailable in 3 colors

Opción
Option

MURALES A 
MEDIDA

+info +34 934544338
info@trestintas.com

Customized 
Size
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mural wallpaper

poseidonia mural

argile mural

Available in 3 colors

Available in 2 colors

Available in 3 colors
Opción
Option

MURALES A 
MEDIDA

+info +34 934544338
info@trestintas.com

Customized 
Size

rosseau mural
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mural wallpaper

grand brocart mural

carrelage marin mural

carte marin mural

Available in 1 color

Available in 1 color

Available in 3 colors
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mural wallpaper

buxus mural

taches mural
noeud marin mural

Available in 3 colors

Available in 3 colors

Available in 2 colors
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mural wallapaper

pin couer mural couleurs med mural

Available in 1 colorAvailable in 2 colors



You can download collection images :
HERE

More information: 
prensa.press@trestintas.com

www.trestintas.com

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wr4jm5zxmsdokvo/AACoL8nX5vmNs3HcJTJaX3Baa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/wr4jm5zxmsdokvo/AACoL8nX5vmNs3HcJTJaX3Baa?dl=0


Standard size 350 x 270 cm /
 137,80 ins by  106,3 ins , 

7 panels of 50cm x 270cm / 
19,69 ins by 106,3 ins.

You can order custom size. 

Produced just in time.

Opción
Option

MURALES A 
MEDIDA

+info +34 934544338
info@trestintas.com

Customized 
Size

You can download 
the mural wallpaper images 

HERE

Final size100 x 300cm , 
Set up 2 Stripes 19,70 ins by 

118.11 ins  in one roll.

Larger than 1m size, you can add 2 
or more panels. 

You can download 
the panels images

HERE

Washable

Paste de the wall

Good light resistance

fireproof certificate

You can download 
the wallpaper images:

HERE

Roll size: 

 53cm wide  x 10 meter long / 

20,87 ins wide by 11 yds long.

wallpaper

techical features

panel wallpaper mural wallpaper
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pjq2fkmpoucw7fm/AAAjZZLnjOpUJhNUstcJZJzra?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ee7y95lustwjt2x/AAAXIxabiX-nHKG120neXt4Ma?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fwl5s9x6isc0m74/AACiFlJkbl2TvdmiUlItk502a?dl=0
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